
Chapter 4923 
 

A few minutes ago. When the evil murderers were chattering in the underground 

operating room, 

 

Charlie asked the rescued victims to settle down, and then asked Joseph: 

 

“Joseph, did you prepare the things I asked you to prepare in advance?” 

 

Joseph nodded and said respectfully, 

 

“Mr. Wade, all the things you asked me to prepare are in the trunk of my car.” 

 

“Do you need them now? If you need them, I’ll move them over.” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

Charlie said, “Move over here.” 

 

After speaking, Charlie pointed to the empty room not far away, and said to 

Joseph, 

 

“Let’s all move there.” 

 



“Okay, Mr. Wade.” Joseph turned around and left, and quickly walked over with a 

huge cardboard box from the trunk of a car. 

 

In addition to holding the box in his hands, he also carried a heavy shopping bag. 

 

On the big cardboard box was the logo of Moutai, 

 

Which was the celebration wine that Charlie specially instructed Joseph to 

prepare in advance. 

 

When he opened the box, there were two three-liter bottles of Maotai Feitian, 

 

And in the other shopping bag, there were glasses with a capacity of about 50 ml. 

 

Joseph said to Charlie, “Mr. Wade, everything you wanted is here.” 

 

Charlie nodded and said, “Ten minutes later, let all the brothers gather in the 

yard,” 

 

“And I will drink the celebration wine with everyone.” 

 

Joseph couldn’t help but ask him: “If Mr. Wade drinks the celebration wine,” 

 

“Is the wine prepared not a little less? We have more than 100 people,” 

 



“A total of six kilograms of wine, and if the average share is given it would be too 

less…” 

 

After saying that, Joseph added: “The soldiers are very good at drinking,” 

 

“And with such a little wine, I am afraid that they can only scratch the itch…” 

 

Charlie smiled lightly and said, “Everyone has to return to the United States later.” 

 

“It’s not suitable to drink too much. The celebration wine is just a formality.” 

 

“After everyone goes back, you can drink as much as you like!” 

 

Joseph nodded and smiled and said, “Okay, Mr. Wade.” 

 

Charlie said indifferently: “Okay, Joseph, go ahead and find me in ten minutes.” 

 

Joseph cupped his hands and said respectfully, “Your subordinate Retires!” 

 

After Joseph left, Charlie opened two three-kilogram bottles of Maotai, 

 

And then took out four medicinal pills from his pocket. 

 

The four medicinal herbs were two Rejuvenation Pills and two Cultivation Pills. 

 



Both types of pills are rich in spiritual energy. 

 

Especially Cultivation Pill, the abundance of spiritual energy is far above 

comparable to Rejuvenation Pill. 

 

After all, there are more than 100 thousand Cataclysmic Front soldiers,” 

 

“If only a few rejuvenation pills are used, the spiritual energy,” 

 

“In it will be equally distributed to everyone, and the effect will not be too strong. 

 

For warriors, the most direct way to improve their strength is to help them open 

up more meridians, 

 

And make every one of their meridians open more thoroughly. 

 

Therefore, Charlie especially took out two Cultivation Pills, 

 

Intending to use the powerful spiritual energy in Cultivation Pill to help these 

soldiers improve their cultivation. 

 

And it is enough to ensure that more than 100 soldiers can benefit a lot from it. 

 

At that time, as long as each person drinks a small cup, 

 



It will be enough to raise the strength of most of the officers and soldiers by one 

level. 

 

Afterward, Charlie put a Rejuvenation Pill and a Cultivation Pill into each bottle of 

Moutai. 

 

These two kinds of medicinal pills with pure medicinal power have almost no 

impurities, 

 

So they melted immediately after entering the liquid, and they were dispersed 

extremely evenly. 


